
Chautauqua County Youth Hockey Association 

Board of Directors Meeting Minutes 

November 16, 2020 

I. Call to order 

Joe Hirliman called to order a special meeting of the Chautauqua County Youth Hockey 

Association at 7:00 pm on November 16, 2020 via Zoom. 

II. Roll call 

Patricia D’Angelo, secretary for the meeting, conducted attendance. In addition to herself, the 

following persons were present: Joe Hirliman, Chris Munson, Danielle Bergman, Tonia 

Brown, Stephanie DePonceau, Christina Olson, Avery Olson, Mark Chimera, and Squirt team 

parents. 

III. Discussion of Parent Questions as Posed Prior to the Meeting 

1. If there is a select team, have players been selected yet? If players have already been 

selected what was the criteria? For the players not selected has there been any discussion 

about providing those players a coach and opportunities to enter tournaments like the 

select team? 

 

MOHL teams come first. There are three tournaments booked now with possibly one or 

two tournaments for an additional tournament team likely after the new year. Mark and 

Avery ranked players and came up with a 13-player roster. There are already three 

tournaments for MOHL, but they are looking for more. Also looking for scrimmages. 

2. Is a select team necessary, or could the two MOHL B teams play in these tournaments 

that the select team would play in? Even if it means playing up a division like the select 

team. 

It is important for the MOHL teams to play in the MOHL division. The tournament team 

could possibly play up one level if there are no other MOHL tournaments available. 

  

3. Why are team managers asking families to keep their team info on participation in games 

are secret? Why are we being asked to stay hush-hush if we’re supposedly allowed to 

travel for games/scrimmages/tournaments? 

 

Coaches state nothing has been hidden. Emails have been going out to teams. They are 

currently unable to play in NYS and are trying to find more scrimmages/tournaments in 

case they cannot play games this season. 

  

4. Why aren’t rules/regulations/restrictions/expectations being communicated very clearly 

to all Lakers families?  Why is there such a mixed/contradicting/deceptive whispering 

going on among adults who should all be open, honest, and transparent? 



 

Emails have been going out from both coaches and managers trying to let families know 

what’s going on. Joe has been talking to managers regularly. We also have a monthly 

board meeting that anyone can attend. Information is provided on a regular basis. We do 

ask all managers to come to our monthly board meetings; however, we have not been 

seeing managers at the meetings. Meetings will be moving to the Zoom format for the 

time being. Parents are encouraged to attend. Also, meeting minutes are posted on the 

website. 

 

5. Some of us parents have reached out to coaches and managers with our questions and 

concerns through email and we’ve gotten no reply from coaches and managers or very 

vague replies or conflicting replies. Why? 

 

Coaches state they have been replying to emails and encourage parents to reach out with 

questions. They state they are unaware of any unanswered questions. Parents can contact 

their manager or a coach as well as the board. 

  

6. USA Hockey promotes development in squirts which is done through ice time, and equal 

ice/play time amongst players. What is the league’s and coaches’ philosophy in relation 

to USA Hockey? 

 

See answer to #7. 

  

7. What should players expect when it comes to play time? Lines that rotate as a group in 

equal time slots? Or “best” players get more play time? Does this apply to league games 

and tournaments too? 

 

At the MOHL level, the coaches both plan for equal play time and plan to roll the bench 

for all games. Both coaches are in agreement. The only exception might be the last 

couple of minutes of a game depending on the score, the coach may elect to put a strong 

line in to finish the game. 

 

8. Which is more important, play to develop/learn as primary with winning secondary or 

play to win as primary? Obviously if it’s a tournament and in the third period in a close 

game it would make sense to play to win in the final minutes. 

 

The coaches state they will play to develop the kids. They will be doing fun drills and 

working on skating. 

  

9. If there is no playing - what are the chances we can re-divide entire group into four equal 

teams and do our own “tournament/games”? 

 

We may pursue this if we are unable to play games. This is an option that will be kept 

open. It will help teach kids how to play and love the game. We believe that we will need 

to look into this option sooner rather than later. 

 



10. Are teams allowed to travel in general if team is ok to do so? If they can, are they able to 

stay in hotels? 

As far as the information we know as of today, it is ok to travel to Pennsylvania and stay 

in a hotel. That could change at any time. Everyone else is trying to play in Pennsylvania 

as well. It is hard to find tournaments and scrimmages. 

 

Additional comments/questions: 

- Coaches are aware that three tournaments may be a lot if games end up happening. It is 

a lot to juggle with schedules. 

- Parent comment – everyone wants to play; however, there are concerns about travel and 

guidelines. 

Joe reviewed guidelines with Sheriff’s Dept, Chautauqua County Department of 

Health, WNY Hockey, etc. At this point in time, everything that is being done, and all 

precautions that are being taken, are within the guidelines as of today. 

- Parent comment – concerns with issues from the past with other parents/current parents 

as far as treatment of other parents/children. 

Coaches and board do not condone that type of behavior. 

- Coaches were trying to find a solution if there are no games and they are unable to find 

any more MOHL tournaments. This was part of how it came up that they could have 

another roster of kids that could play up one level and get more ice time if no more 

MOHL tournaments available. 

- Parent comment – question for Mark regarding plans for tournaments and if plan would 

be to roll the lines. 

Mark stated that this level is about development. All players will be treated equally and 

lines will roll. 

- Parent comment – question for coaches regarding kids not on the “select” team and if 

they could go out for another MOHL tournament. 

Coaches state they have been looking for another MOHL tournament and to let them 

know if there are any others out there. Looks like they would have to go to Hershey, 

Philadelphia, etc., which would be 5-8 hours away. It all depends on what the parents 

want to do. They will need to know the comfort level of the families, but they are still 

looking. 

- Parent comment – issue with parents speaking poorly of other players. 

Coaches confirm they are not supportive of this, nor are they condoning that behavior. 



- Coaches state that part of the issue with finding scrimmages is the lack of ice time. 

- Parent comment – parents are lucky to have ice here. Maybe we should not be 

concerned with traveling. 

- Parent comment – question regarding scrimmages between the MOHL teams, which 

was done once and went well. 

Coaches state they will do this once in a while. Some of that depends on what happens 

with games. This is a good opportunity to learn full ice, off sides, etc. 

- Joe states there are a lot of challenges for us to deal with right now due to COVID. 

These are trying times. Some states are already on a pause for youth hockey until 

December 31st. We need to be smart, safe, and comfortable with the decisions we’re 

making for our families. Everyone needs to choose what is best for their family. 

- Coaches request to know as soon as possible if any parents are not going to games or 

tournaments as we do have small roster sizes. 

- Parent question – parents do not know the rules of other arenas, which may impact their 

decision on whether or not to go to a tournament. 

There are multiple arenas for each tournament. Every arena has different rules. Each 

team needs to check with the arenas for those tournaments. Managers can call ahead. 

Parents need to remember, things can change, and we all need to be flexible. 

 

Final comments from Joe. The most important thing is the safety of our players and families. 

As far as communication, we do have access to Zoom. If any teams want to use Zoom for team 

meetings, please let Joe know, and he will assist. 

IV. Adjournment 

Joe Hirliman adjourned the meeting at 7:54 pm. 

Minutes submitted by:  Patricia D’Angelo 


